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Eastern Teachers news
11Te// the Truth and Don1t Be Afraid11
EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE

aker Describes Inter-American Cooperation

larence Sorensen Delivers Final
ddress in Series Wednesday

Illinois

last

from

even

of the

clashes

the

its numbers

Lockyer,

an

·

the campus

p

, and Ja an, seeming

be on hand in the news
" of the

any

world.

He

during the time of

is noted

. . . . Hunts 'hot spots'

the

to be played on

19,

pertinent

ination

of

the

Australian

cellor.
his repertory of achievement is

t>vering of the Mexican election

1940.

He spent a

number

of

in Mexico, first, in prepara
and then in intimate contact

the leaders of the political par

and with the events leading u p
e presidential election.

e ominous revolutionary actions
ating the Mexican
were

reported

political

regularly

iby

over the Columbian Broadcast

Jystem,

for he was

serving-

as

e ig n correspondent in Mexico

, t>roadcasting

on "The World

Sigma Delta �lects
Maness, Stevens
·RUTH MANESS '45, and Helen Lee
Steven3 '44, are the newly elected
members of the coordinating com
mittee

of

. Sorensen recently addressed
.

He has been honored

on

as

a Fellow

Society

hical

by

of the Royal
of

London,

because of his exclusive work

ing in such publications as
"New York Times" and
the
n Illustrated News. "

g the spring and summer of
visited

he

South

America,

sting from a number of cap

for the Columbia Broa,1.cast

IJstem.

did not address the
assembly

l!smissed

becauae

Wednesday

of Armistice Day.

regular

school

in

ob-

the

election

(tlrectory will be put on sale
latter rpart of this week. The
ry includes the names of all

Sudents currently enrolled at
classes,
respective
, their
lddresses, Charleston address
telephone numbers.

Thursday

night, Nov. 5, at the home of Mr.

and Mrs. Franklyn L. Andrews.
After

the

Warbler

picture

was

of the Philist.ines as they

celebrated their victory over Sam
son.

The concert will be gtven in the

auditorium

of the he.alth education

building on Thursday, Nov. 19th at

8:15 o'clock.

The first half of the

program will be conducted by Allen

Britton,

tor

and

TC high school music direc
the last half by Mr. Warner.

Wilma. Jean Dally is concertmaster.

Admission will

1be free to students

with identification cards and 30c to

others.

taken, Jim Hanks '44, editor of the

News, and Margaret Rademaker '43,
editor,

briefly . discussed

future plans .for Elastern's publica

tions.
Immediately

follnwing these dis

cussions, Mr. Andrews, faculty ad

viser,

played

for the group.

some

Refreshme!1ts

of

of

his

hot

records

chocolate

and doughnuts completed the eve
ning's

program.

m

Catholics Convene

Newman club has been set up a

week to Wednesday, Nov.

18.

The

meeting will be held as usual in the

Science bUlilding at

The program will

8 p. m.
deal

with the

subject of "Evolution and Religion."

the 1943

the

includes

of
the phone numbers
's departmenrtal offices as
the names of the various stu

are

and their

offi-

Union Sponsor

day Night Dance

'S LEAGUE and Men's Un

were co-sponsors

of an all

recording dance on Tuesday
, Nov.

l!O in the Main audi-

· rie Arnold

'45,

was

chair

of the event and devised the
. Harold McLain '46, and
iMcKelfresh

numbers.

'45,

presented

Jim Lane '45, play

ophone solo, and a magician

ed.

.. .. On the 'Beem'

Beem Addresses
Kappa Delta Pi
superintendent of schools,

the

Main
if

the war

state

night,

continues,
will be

ftnancia:I condition. "
Speaking

in

the

bad.

in observance of Am

erican Education Week

and spon

sored by Kaippa Delta Pi, honorary

·

reorganization

which

of

has been talked

the

of

first deterrent in rthis state is the

failure of the proponents of school
reorganization

to the publi!c."

to present their facts

He

continued, "The

jdea toward

stereotyped

rural schools and the

fact. that the proponents of school

of the farmers themselves.

What is

needed is a good presentation

to the

public concerning school reorganiza
Mr.

Beem

listed

three

major

stumbling blocks now hindering .t;he
reorganization.

Firsit,

he

cited the poor ooholarship of school

reorganization study

as

•a

major

usually

on

realize

through

with

thit

public

studies

the

result

ed by the war torn world, there is

scholarship.

invincible-his

removed before school

m'Yrale.

He went

ito say that the pUJblic does not

reorganization

are

sohool

elf

shot

poor

"These stumbling blocks must be

Yearbooks

tion

In a yearbook is em

can

reorganiza

make progress,"

he

con

bodied the pictorial and verbal re

cluded.

a student remembers throughout life

lic Relations Aspec't.s of School Re

The title o,f his soeech was "PUb

view of the year, something which

students

Nav
. y

Those

V-1,

men

Williams;

were

or

1were:

Eugene

V-7

sworn

inrto

programs.

Wendell

Dale

L. Price, Wayne

C. Goodman, Clemens B. Han
neken, Wayne E. Gordon, Charles
P: Nagy, and George Van Laning

ham-

Two Choose Marines
Donald

E.

McKinney

and

John

to be enlisted in the Marine Corps
the

recruiting

party's two

day sojourn here.

The Enlisted Reserve Corps of the

U. S. Army took the lion's share
the enlistments

with a total of

of
·14

recruits being sworn into its officer
training program.
David G.

Those ERC men

Wilbur, Robert S.

Brubaker, Frank W. Shoaff, Forrest
E. I..iston,

Ross

James L.

K.

Stephenson,

Hanks, Ralph M. Irvin,

John L. Roberts, Herschel

L. Col

lins, Earl J. Siebon, Doyle K. Drress 

·back, Richard E'. Icenogle, Harry H.
Hall, and Jack J. Kersch.

The visiting board could not en

list

men

in

either

Naval Air Gorps.

the

Army

or

Dean Heller Announces
Pre-Registration Dates

FO!R the

PRE - REJGISTRATIOiN
Nov.

country as a whole.

build morale.

Eight

the

winter quarter will ibegin Monday,

ly, the injustices of the tax system

one thing which he is trying .to make

enlisted prev

tion."

also shared in the iblame.

tractions in the student's life caus

had

was

on Wed

necessary :for enlistment.

were:

Predicts Change

tiween the work of E,astern in this

dis

board

during

the

munity high school aicts, and, third

are many

enlistment

business

make

the staff has chosen this theme in

there

final

All remaining

P. Diebel, Jr., were the two EJ: men

Sewnd, the injustices of the com

national crisis and the work 01f the

the

education fraternity, Mr. Beem de

Bla,mes Tax System

an effort to show the relation be

health

spent

students failed to obtain the papers

Nov.9, .that, "Within the next three
years,

the

ministering

iMany students

stated

building Monday

schools of ,this

the

and

iously to this date, and several other

in his address in the auditorium of

cause.

In keeping in step with the times,

3, the mobile

O!f

gym

building

nesday.

·MR. HARLAN Beem, Coles county

proposed

Fight For."

Nov.

completed by the

ization of s.chools than the attiltude

book will be "Things We

pro

pleting physical check-ups, and ad
oath.

done more to prevent the reorgan

Starts Work

enlistment

day in interviewing students, com

Harlan Beem

reorganization have adopted rather

organizartion."

and something which he wishes to

ue,

Mr.

paternal attitudes toward them have

Warbler Staff Selects Patriotic
Theme for New Yearbook

the

the oorreotiv'e

educa:ion

quite a bit lately, imperative. The

REGULAR NOVEMBER meeting of

to

On Tuesday,

schools,

Science Building

representatives

unit set up a recruiting station in

clared, "This financial condition will

Rademaker fdits Annual

"Although

of Eastern's faculty, their ad
and telephone numbers. Also

lsa.nizations

last

book, announces that ·the theme of

1942-43 edition of Eastern's col

also

held

itor of the Wa11bler, Eastern year

On Sale

directory

campus

lilah" for the scene of the drunk

en revelry

MARGARECT' RADEMAKER '43, ed-

lege Directory
s

Delta,

journalism society, as the result of

Warbler

Jticago Counicil on Foreign Re

Sigma

and excited dance written as a bal

let in the opera "Samson and De

time

Mobile Unit Arrives

The pro

gram will conclude with the "Danse

which

grams.

for its gaiety and charm

and its delightful humor.

at

students and .presented information

This con- .

Baccanle" of Saint Saens--a weird

Hitler ;purge and also at the

and

from the services addressed the men

certo, one of the master's greatest,

W. Sorensen

Clarence

Tuesday

visited the EI campus on October

art Concerto in A Major.

in

last

It lends itself well to orch

Mr. Robert Warner playing the Moz

"hot

was

to

made its visit

on

The Board was preceded here by

The soloist of the ev'ening will be

always

the

corps

the Procurement Board which first

Dvorak-"Slavonic Dance, Op. 72 in

the Philippine Islands,

of

Marine

Repper entitled "The Dancer in the

sition of folk song character.

�rneo,

various !>ranches

Enlistment hoard

e minor"-an ever popular compo

and Iraq, he journeyed into In

the

when the joint Army-Navy-Marine

by the Bohemian na:tionalist-Anton

addi:ion to his travels in Ara

Eastern

Wednesday, Nov. 3-4.

Other select.ions

rt.

into

Army, Navy, and

a

the program will be a composition

Syrian

of

candidate requirements were sworn

will

estration in the modern vein.

managed to be the only
in

Orchestra

of

this piece-a tango by Charles

Patio."

He covered with news

wrecked

as one

men

who fulfilled the nec;essary officer

V3..::t Ei".)ring Mr. Lockyer or·�hestrat
ed

ter on hand when a giant air-

r was

TWENTY-FOUR

stationed at the Univers'.ty of Iowa.

He happened

Arab-Jewish

Most Enlistees

and now a naval cade: in training

Iraq to the Mediterranean

ce.mera

annual

student here for the past two years

Ea.st when the famous oil pipe

IJ;lened.

its

orchestration of Jesse

rs the world, following the trail
news.

Symphony

feature

nsen is a roving reporter who

in .the Arab country

will present

ERC Beckons

Prophet

The "pop" concert of the EJ.stern

at 7:30 in the Main auditor-

aventurous

Lockyer Arrangement

Twenty-Four Eastern Men Join
Reserves During Board's Visit

19.

of .the Institute of Interna

t

Students fnlist on Campus

Musical Group Plays

chestra

prresent

lectures

Orchestra Prepares
Symphonic Concert

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1942

fall concert on Thursday night, Nov.

OE W. Sorensen delivered

l Understanding

COLLEG]j:-CHARILESTON

ElASTEJRN ILLINOIS Symphony or

Beats Deadline
final address in the

TEACHERS

16 and last through Friday,

Nov. 20.

This year pre-registration

is compulsory to all students, fresh

men as well as upperclassmen.
pre-register

with

while

their

upper

freshmen

will

individual

The

meet

counselors

classmen will

consult

the department heads of their ma
jor subjects.
Every

student

must

pre-registration blank
tion

day

of winter

present

his

on registra

quarter

be!fore

he will be allowed to pay his fees.

Those failing to complete this

re

quirement next week will be asked

to pay a fine because of late regis
tration.

insure for future generations to en
joy,"

states Miss Rademaker.

Eugene P rice '44,

ager,

states,. "The

On

business man

percentage

of

the Eastern News Front

. . . .

\

students having their picturres taken

Twenty-four Eastern !Den join reserve programs-Pa.ge one, Column five.

recent years."

Sorensen delivers final address in Institute of International Understand
ing series-Page one, column one.

for the warbler ran higher th:m in
Special features will depi·C·t cam

Kappa
one.

put life and what. is being done at
Eastern

for."

for

the

"things

we

fight

Miss Rademaker states that any
·
one who has any special snapshots

which he wishes to he included in

the

book will be gladly received.
'43, is honorary asso-

Lee Podesta

Margaret Rademaker
....Builds morale

ciate editor and Helen Lee ,Stevens

'44, 1.s assistant editor.

Pi, Art club make final plans for Craft Bazaar-Pa.ge two, column

Eastern intensifies physical education program to meet war needs-Page
three, column one.
Eastern Panthers make last start of year against DeKalb-Page six, col
umn one.
D;:. Ernesto Mcntenegro explains attitude of Latin-America toward the
United States-Page eight, column one..

PAGE

EASTERN

TWO

Country Lifers
Attend Confo

Creamer, Daily"Head Event

Kappa Pi, Art C l ub Make
.Final Plans for Craft Bazaar

tra1ieled

The meeting was held on

of

the

Art

, chairmen.

club,

Miss

Dr. Mildred

as

merce students now in the se

conferen�e

The . net

•

proceeds

co-

from

Bazaar

heads

are

the

sum

can

Representatives

arrang

over

turned

to this unit for aiding military men.
The

all

Craft

afternoon

Bazaar

will be

Friday, Dec.

open

and

4,

. from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m. Saturday.

student members of Kappa Pi and
the

Art club

will

be

serve the ipublic.
This

year's

. features:

plan

hand to

incmdes

student-made

professionally-made

.. White

on

Elephant

three

products,

items,

and

table.

a

Faculty

members and wives have been con
tacted

and

will contribute

to

the

Elephant table, which will provide a

.great variety of very useful i.tems at
popular prices.

. Student-made products

ture costume jewelry;

decorated

boxes

and

will fea

cord spools;
co.ntainers;

. woven purses, belts, made of yarn,
.' c �n.ille, crepe paper; and decora
tive "odds and ends" for home pur

ti

poses.
·The

·

decorative

containers

have

Peen designed with an eye for use in

"'sending cookies, candies, and other
" foods to the men in service.
materials such

·

as

Scrap

colored

pa;per,

'·"brep·e paper, tin cans, old boxes, odd
bitS-.'of

leather,

string, and manu

Dr. Mildred Whiting

.... Aids Santa

The

considerable

a

Be rea

weaving

popular

amount of
will

hand.

be on

.Berea is a craft college in· Kentucky,
'which has become a recognized cen
this kind of work.

ter for

other

.' Berea products are sweets, cookies,
-<candies, jams, etc. Besides these,
and
'there will be wooden bowls
tray.s, finished· and decorated; leath
costume
er ·belts and suspenders;

decorative novelties
A varietiy of
for display purposes.
Christmas greeting cards is also in
and

jewelry;

How

Durston,

Thespians Tryout
NEXT

Sigma Tau Gamma social fratern

a theater party on Sunday evening,

8.

the

chapter

house at 956 Sixth street, and pro
ceeded

to

the

theater

in

a

body.

Following the shaw, "Girl Trouble,"

the

party

returned

to the

where refreshments of punch

house

and

cakes were served.

The remainder of the evening was

spent

singing.
the

Lillian

piano

singing.

also

group

in card playing and
Fagen

'45,

accompaniment

Tours of

conducted

guests.

for

played

for

the

the house were
the

fraternity

Fraternity members present were

Ross Stephenson, Charles McCord,
Dario Covi, Jim emith. Marvin Miz

eur, Ralph Irvin,
gene Wright,

Lee Cammon.Eu

Eugene Price,

Dale

conference in

an address

entitled,

"Interpretation of the Conference."
Registration began at 12 noon on

Wednesday.

president of

Dr. Roscoe

Pulliam,

Southern, delivered a

welcome address

registration. Special

interest

ses

sions were held at 4 p. m. Wednes

day with a tour of the campus, folk

games, dinner, and a general assem

bly being held Wednesday evening.
general assembly,

small group

discussions, a luncheon and a pic
nic

featured

Friday

was

Thursday's

and

a

banquet

by

small

in

the

First

Door Oanteen.

out

Stage

of Play

for

this

play

at

the

meeting

BREA

Students Celebrate
Armistice Holiday
SCHOOL WAS dismissed yesterday
in

observance

Day.

"Ask for it

.today, Thursday.

by name"

of Armistice

The regular edition of the

being

distributed

News is

KEITH'
BAKER

C LI V E D I CK
PLUMBING AND HEATING
COMPANY

musical, patriotic program.

Dr. Donald A. Alter, member

Wholesale Bakers of

the

group

on

Holsum Bread

295

TELEPHONE

O!f

CHAIR'LESTON, ILLINOIS

the sUlbject,

BILL'S .....
An Ideal Place for Those Evening
Refreshments

Betty

Margaret Chamberlain, Lil

lian Fagen, Mary Grant, Irene Dye,
Charlotte Jack, Mary Lw
o er,

Arnold

the

Members

on Thursday night.

rie, Virginia Combs, Maxine Brewer,
Bell,

Jack

for

ers will have the opportunity ito try

son, Burnetta Dillier, Grace Guth
Connie

Burke,

Metal Work

"Armistice Days-Old and New."

Lewis,

KEITH'

to direct the play,

Pltunbini:-, Heating and Sheet

Sheppard, and Jean Kimbrough.

Heise,

are

Medicine," by

and Edwin

ference on Sa.turday.

the Social Science department, ad

Betty

Dr. Robert Shiley.

class

"Good

Dor

Corner Confectionery

othy Tomlinson, Jeanne Cress, Mil

dred AUen, and Norma Finkbiner.

Dr.and Mrs. C. P. Lantz were fac

'.fELEPHONE 81

No:rtheast Corner Square

ulty guests at the theater party.

Speech Class Presents

BETTER CLEANING!

Patriotic Program

have

Nov.10 at 10 a. m. at an all-school

SCHEIDKER CLEANERS

in order to prepare material for the

Main building in observance of Arm

Members of the Art department,

both

students

and

faculty,

been meeting at weekly workshops
bazaar.

patri()tic

program

on

Tuesday,

assembly in the auditorium of the

lute

.A MEETING

requested

by

zard,

the

,;; : householders :to discuss problems
.concerning the water meters was
...<lfleld in the Main audiitorium Thurs

da.y evening, Nov. 5. Dean Eliza

. beth K. · Lawson

.. 'the· !Ileeting.
·

was

to

Victory."

Dorothy

Hibbs,

in charge of

The group appointed a committee

to appear before Charleston busi

Wandalee

Willingham, and

Rush Darigan participated in ithe

Fuzzy

Campbell's Shoe Shop
Buy Stamps with the balance
and lick the other side.

Just South of the Square

keep

toast.

your

hands as warm

Backs

heavy leather.

made

of

36

LICENSED and FULLY
INSURED

Bright colored fleecy palms that
will

P H 0 NE

DEPENDABLE

HUTTS TAXI SERVICE

98c
as

JUST EAST OF CAMP

Furry

. BUNNY MITTENS

Trade at

FURRIERS

TELEPHONE 234

Mitten Family

T!he program was entitled "A Sa

George Reat, Max Reed, Robert Buz

AND

The Aristocrat of the

istice Day.

Householders Discuss
·· Water Situation

v

IT'S

Mrs. Crews and her play produc
tion

.

produ�

IN CHARLESTON

taken over the duties of the former
sponsor,

and

depicting

club

der the direction of the new spon

A general assembly and Dr. Ol

derhalter, Hugh Phipps, Forrest Lis

The guests include Jane Stephen

Players

sor, Mrs. Janice M. Orews, who has

sen's summary completed the con

dressed

written

Roberts,

program .

highlighted

Methodist church.

skit

on Thursday, Nov. 12, wiJ.1 be un

group discussions, a general assem0bly

of

entitled '

I Am."

p.:.1ases in the life of Dr. Thom

at a "get-acquaint

ed" luncheon immediately following

A

MEETING

poem

se
read

The highlight of the evenin&l

John

For Coming Play

a

presented

Olsen delivered a summary of the

ity entertained their girl friends at

T'he group met at

also

a

Grateful

in civil

Shoemaker

'R.ENEW THE BEAUTY OF YOUR GARMENTS
Our Cleaning Method Will Do It

·

,f

. . .. Journeys southward

of

'DC HIGH speech class presented a

cluded.

·

Miss

At 10:30 a. m. Friday, Nov. 6, Dr.

ACTIVE MEMBERS and pledges of

Nov.

group

EI

stunt.

ton, Jack Kersch, Don Tingley, Roy

·::w .pro.viding student-made produc.ts.
·
Of the professionally-made goods,

Nessi,

sang at the banquet Friday night.

Sig Taus Fete
Girls at Party

ized in making these products.
... The Home Economics club is c o
. W,erating with the art department

,'

istered at the meeting. Four mem

and Bushur, formed a quartet and

factured materials purchased specif

.

of 18 states and

Sam or

Ann

Thanksgiving

Dr. Hans Olsen

and

·bers of the Eastern delegation, Miss
Ford, Miss

W.illiams,Lowell Marvin, Oliver An

ically for craft uses have been util

critic

the District of Columbia were reg

townspeople

be

&chool

Students attending

Joe Bushur.

alike, the sponsors hope ·that a con
siderable

Albers,

Grove

Mae Ford, Mary Lee Durston, and

be

A13 the craft ·sale is open to

student body and

Oak

Helen Roney, Phyllis Paschel, Vera

ing for a 50 per cent donation to the

USO.

at

for Uncle

work.

conferen�e

were Ca'.herine Nessel, Frank Morse,

. tween the .two art groups and the

; USO.

Mrs. Glenna

Springs school.

year's

bazaar will be divided equally

the

Charlene Higginson.

Hathaway read a resume

Miss Mabel Bradham, critic at Clear

R Whiting,

of · •this

attending

teacher

department 'head, is the faculty ad

viser of these organizations.

T'he program was c·pened by

songs .by Joseph Bushur, aocom

Life associa1tion
Also

Creamer

serviilg

rium at 7:30.

Coun':ry

were

with

Tu

ied by

attend the American

and Wilma Jean Daily '44, president

year,

who

nig.':lt, Nov. 3, in the Main a

Lo Southern Illinois Normal

Wednesday, Nov. 4 to Friday, Nov. 6.

last

M. Tho

leaving for the Navy Novem�

jointly sponsor this a:ffair, as they
did

:

meeting for Dr. James

son, head of the department,

university at Carbondale last week
to

Kappa Pi and the Art club will

,.

CCMMERCE CLUB held a fare

campus teaching at Eastern, and

torium.

·

Honors Thompson

seven members of Country Life dub

the <Craft Bazaar will he held De
cember 4 and 5 in the .Main audi

1�

Commerce Club

DR. HANS Olsen, director of off-

Craftv

Wana Oreamer '43, Kappa Pi pres

ident, has publicly announced that

'Country Gentleman'

Olsen Summarizes
Southern �¥1eeting

By Dario Covi

AS FINAL plans take definite form,

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

TEACHERS NEWS

24-HOUR SERVICE

real

Sixt.h & Jackson St.

Charleston,

. .riess men and suggest that all house
holders pay the flat rate until met
ers can

·

be il].stalled in all homes.

1M Managers Meet
urged to attend a meeting which has
scheduled for Monday morn

!"'be·en

j
'

the
ing, Nov. 16, at 9 o'clock in
health education 1building by Coach

' G: 'P. Lantz.

Give a personal gift this Xmas

give ·Him· or

Her

a ring. A

nice

ring is something that we can al

ways

go.

keep and wear

wherever we

Be sure to see the selection of

diamond rings, cameos, rubies, sap

phires and many other stone rings
at

C.

P. Coon's,

Jew eler,

The

408 Sixth St.

. CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARD

West Side Square

INTRAIMURAL managers for
are
intramurals
winter quarter

'AlLL

·

LEE'S FASHION SHOP

Dependable

See Our Line of
COATS - DRESSES
SKIRTS - BLOUSES
SWEATERS - JACKETS
JUMPERS - HOSE
MILLINERY - PURSES
GLOVES-.
HANDKERCHIEFS
HEAD SCARFS - AND
COSTUME JEWELRY

Our Prices Are
Always Right

Phones: Office 126; Residence 715

J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Second Floor Lincoln Bldg.
Charleston,

j

i

Hours by Appointment

DENTIST

PHYSICIAN AND

Charleston National Bank Bldg.

. Office
. 476,. R esidence
.
Phones.
762

Ill.

CLINTON D. SWICKARD
S. B.• M. D.

DR. W. B. TYM

I

I

,

Phones:

·DR. N. C. IKNAYAN
Offlce-501

Jackson

st.

BY APPOENTMENT
Phone

69

Residence Phone 380

G. B. DUDJ'.EY, M. D.
Office Hours, 1 : 00 to 6: 00

511% Jackson Street

SURGEON

6041.j, Sixth St..

Office, 30;

---;�� �
LI

M

Residence,

�

M. SWICKARD

M. D.

I

604%

Jackson

St.

Charleston, Ill.
Tel ephone

132
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ructors Toughen Men for Army

Pem Hall Holds
Superstition Party

hysical Education Stiffens to
eet Military Requirements

BLAiOK OATS
day

physical

"I DREAM of Jeanie with the light

Amuse Papas

brown hair"-This may no longer

be the dreamy world
because

eduoation

but

meet four times a week and

obstacle

If he is overseas, you have

the fam
i ily left about whom

men

by November first.

course,

week

The

new

130

a

seven

g

.

. . . . Daddy likes her

not

foot

to

include

other

new

difficulty

equipment.

with

the

The

present

is that the entire class can
the

run

course

at

it really useful,

once.

we'd

'I'o

like

to

d our course so more could

ient.
like

ican Theater

Wing

·on of the army, navy, and ma

and has for

ring

its purpose

the

of stage door canteens for

ice men throughout the United
es.

oder the direction of Mrs. Jan

M. Crews the College Players

offer a comedy entitled "Good

ine," by Arnold and Burke.
e TC high Footlights club will
nt "Romance is a Racket," a

·

under

the direction

of Miss

accepta:ble although
do

the

Navy and

not

have

poc

of luxury i.tems
Ex

a

A writing folder might seem
subtle

(or

is

it)

hint,

but

Maxi

inches closed.

Now that he has the writing ta:ble

he needs some paper.

f/ Honors Fathers at
Annual Dads' Day

tioners, with his camp address

all printed on are sure to strike his
fancy and yours.

Nov.

set,

7, as EI

insure you a letter every d.ay.

gave the campus the once-over and
was

held

at

mas pantomime. Miss Harriet

is rehearsing the Charleston

unit.

tween

the

numbers

the

two

school choruses will sing and

will combine to entertain with
!Ina\ number.
·

high school and the Univer

of Illinois have presented sim

Jhows for the same benefit and

students

attending.

Every American needs a

til after he has completed his ·basic

in the Wom

training, he then will prob11Jbly want

Oliver

Anderhalter

one with all the gadgets.

ceptable in all branches of the ser
vice and that distinguished feeling

to the visiting fathers.

it brings will distinguish you in h1s

Wilson '45, responded for the dads.

dreams.

Jim Lane '45, Charles

stay forever in his dreams.

A

men's

quartet,

John Walters

composed

'44, and

So shop early for your Yank and

of

Tedford '46,

tiser and Corporal
r,

were

bet.Ober

married

31

in

Alice

Maurice

at Greenup

the

Methodist

by the Reverend A. R. Lov-

isn't such a ·thing

times than they would ordinarily
have to undergo. These marriages

E. Greer

there
as

might

lead

superstition.

over.

The pa1'ty iis very infonna;l in na

ture.

We want our guests to come

to have a good time."
The party

will 1begin at

and· is invitational.

8

fresh '45, sang several vocal selec

Clemens

tions.

ready planned

p. m.

right for them to

in

'43,

'45,

Margaret

!Louis Schultz

'44,

son '43.

livered the feature address on the
Father

a

singing,

which

followed

For

the program, was in charge of Dr.
Rudolph Anfinson,
Music department.
The dads

were

member of the
guests

the

next,

Geographers Convene

17

are really in love and woUild get
married

in

normal

times,

they

GEOGRAiPIHY OLUB and Gamma

should go ahead and marry even if

raphy ·fraternity, ·will hold a

they

Theba

Upsilon,

honora,ry

meeting on Tuesday

he is in the service.

geog
joint

At this meeting

the
the

Eileen Waggoner:

from the pessiniist; a "yes" from
the

cents must

Yearly

be paid at

dues

of

the opinion

situations
and

Varsity Club Entertains
MEMBERB OF Varsity club held a

The party was in charge of iHugh
open

to

all

different

th e best in Quality
Workmanship and

Phipps '43, Varsity club president.
was

are so

to sho,w you

card

enjoyed

by the group.

It

now

Give Us a Chance

card party Wednesday night, Nov.
for

shallow

unpredictable.

11, in the Women's gym.
awarded

of both the

WHY NOT

Guests at Card Party

were

other

tion than a few years ago because

ing.

Prizes

the

to-be must have more considera

50

this meet

winners and dancing was

On

and· the broad-minded. IMarriages

working

out the program.

E. Wright

fool-hearty.

hand, a "no" or a "yes" may be

'viary Ellen Wright '44,
is

War marriages,

right or wrong? A "no" may come

Narhler· will be taken.

.)resfdent,

because

don't think .they should.

17 at 7: 15 o'clock in
·oom 316 of the Sci

;roup picture for

However, if

marnea

.they're afraid he will be killed, I

evening, Nov.

mce building.

just get

Winter Lubricants

members and

their g'\lests.

NEWELL'S.

The latest Victor, Columbia and

SERVICE STATION

Decca Classical and Popular
Records and Albums.

South Side of Lincoln Street

HUCKLEBERRY

AT TENTH

Jewelry and Music Store

RELAX

•

•

•

Just across the street is that famous "Cokes
and Smokes" camping grounds-

LITTLE CAMPUS
PHONE 953

WALT WARMOTH

COME TO

game.

Breen's Barber Shop

in charge of the

Basement Linder Building

celebration was composed of Mar

gery Thomas '44, Lee Cammon '43,

TO RING UP CHANGE
ON THE CAMPUS
A Smart New Sweater and Skirt

SUNFED VITAMIN BREAD
'Rich in Natural Vitamins Bl, E, G (B2) and
"Sunshine" Vitamin D.

An Improved White Loaf of Bread

IDEAL BAKERY

PHONE 1500

NORTH SIDE !,;QUARE

SWEATERS

in Pastels1 Brights and Darks and Wool!

2.00 to 5.95

A Gay Assortment of
•

•

•

YOU CANt"f BEAT US for Quality
Lumber at an Economical Price.

Andrews Lumber
PHONE 85

&

Mill Co.

6TH & RAILROAD

I

Betty M. Lewis: I think if two peo

Expert Workmanship

Saturday

afternoon at the Southern-Eastern
The committee

marry

don't like it.

Complete Fountain Service and Sandwiches

Changing World."
Group

go ahead with
WllP.n. they meet

their pla:q_s, but
one day and

On November

to get married ·be

fore the war start.ed, it. seems all

the

Irene Sparks '43, and Ross Stephen

the Social Science department, de
"Changing

Hannekin

Rademaker

Dr. William G. Wood, mcmbP-r of

subject,

lbe too hasby and might
to trouble after the war is

Irving Burtt: If the couple had al

with the idea that they are going

Al McKel

•

students,

if

A simple, man's signet ring is ac

'43,

YOU CANt"f BEAT El for a Full
College Life

ke Altar Trek

wonder

'tain to giV'e a couple more trying

�-'-::.z_�

knife

and although he can'.t have one un

The

:on high school is presenting
In the near future.

aylor, Wickiser

Hugh Reat: War marriages are cer

�:

when clipped on the pocket.

noon

with about 125 fathers and mothers
the

The

set must be the type which :vanishes

approval.

luncheon

of which the pencil ls the more

important, with the stationery, will

students played host to fathers, who

A

A pen and pencil

ta Poos. The Charleston high
a
I is scheduled to produce
·

bus

games that will make

you

WHAT DO you think of war mar
riages?

all

set in place and the postage, "free",

DAD'S DAY at Eastern was observed last Saturday,

Those spe

cialties, shown by some of the sta

Mr. H. E. Wilson, father of Ann

tion working for the morale

·

is

A durable

mum size limits are set at 614 by 9

.... Councils dads

college

American Theater Wing is an

order

ing board is very welcome.

Dr. William G. Wood

gave the welcome on behalf of the

benefit.

·

sorts o:

we
or a

can be used on the knee as a writ

Betty M. Lewis' '44, acted as toast

to present a pro
()f three one-act plays for the

all

list

one of those leather models wh1ch

mistress.

tion building

the

tra batteries sent later are conven

en's gym.

esday, Dec. 16, in rthe health

planning

by Ruth Maness

I �·

"Thf

is

"What?"

is a portable radio, a power set and

luncheon was -served

YERe, FOOTLIGHTS club of
high, and the Charleston high
tics club will collaborate on

be

battery combination if available.

of

ramatic Clubs
onsor Program

money

High on the list

· -

SO far, ithe top speed
e in running the obstacle course
been 31 seconds.
Quite· a few

We would like

st
· ates,

committee

He

kets.

)I.long.

one poles, make ladders and

prexy,

To go with that - a

coastguardsmen

their speed and endurance

e.

Child. .

when

'44, Hal:

Something he can

money'belt is preferalble.

up-in

add to the course from time to

your

will

question

Heading

money, a

billfold

i:ourse, we have had only a few
r casualties among the boys.

nds per run now."

Mails

water�proof money belt.

hand-over-hand

Die.ch I.�mtz continued: "We hop e

the

bank draft.

rope.
'The boys seem to like this type
r than regular physical edu
n," stated Dr. Charles P. Lantz.
e main purpose of the course is
get the iboys in condition for the
y. In spite of the hazards of

the boys can average about 35

now

bulky.

find

a

.seem to be shaping

Emily Greer

keep, something he can use; not 'big,

crossing a ditch of wat

the ditch

"Do

slogan

significance.

pops up again.

a traveling ladder, then re

on

shopworn

And

. running along zig-zag balanc

l)eams,

stition party.

13

-

hostes;

day.

Betty M. Lewis

e, running through posts in ziga

Pem'ber-

to guests at a Super·

wants his Christmas ·'by Ohristmas

fashion, struggling over a seven
jumping

between now and Christmas.

heavier and necessarily slower.

ber of barriers of various kinds.
runners begin by vaulting a

wall,

He will ap

Christmas shopping early" takes on

course corresponds

made up of

be

preciate some small gift mailed each

hat to many such army camp
long, and is

But that Christ

allowed to waste away.

soccer

approximately

to 'WOrry

cate back in October, should not

touch football, or working out

is

only

mas spirit which was so haI'd to lo

the gymnasium on ropes, rings
the high bar.

It

of

Nov.

.for his package was shipped away

year.
The boys spend these physical edtion peri od s running the obstacle

es.

a more

It is the

be?

plays a definite role in phy

e obstacle

camp

day. of gifts, tbut wh!lit is yours to

program is the obstacle course.

g Jong hikes, playing

his

tangible token is in order.

lnportant, parts of the inten

the cross ·country

7,

There may

miles lbetween-from

But dreams are fleeting;

()De of the most discussed and

e,

December

to your hearthside.

tourses.

education for Eastern's

was

it once

certain

when another well-known day

be

ores must take .the prescri:b

the

a

be many dreams afloat.

as well as freshmen and

t this summer,

of

in December rolls around there will

me,'l who have joined the enlist

teserve

night,

ton Hall play

program for men to the

t where

Friday

residents

has increased her physical

tion

under

a ladder will be the order of the

By Dorothy Tomlinson

A means of. cooperating further
h the nation's war effort,

and walkling

0
. lfL!tj}
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channels, with probably more emphasis

NEWS FROM the military fronts has been decidedly more en�
couraging in the past few weeks. Particularly encouraging
, were the announcements all during election week that the Axis
armies in North Africa were "in headlong flight" and that
Am erican troops started a "second front" in Africa late Satur
day night.

· At long last, it appeared that the glad tidings of victory
were reaching ho me.
Somehow, it seemed possible that the
Allies were a bit too liberal with superlatives, but _a fter so long,
maybe we are due for a little wholesome rej oicing.
The B ritish have heen forced for three years to cheer when
Germ<!_n planes failed to bomb London or when Churchill and
Ro osevelt "mapped plans." We have exulted when a Jap ad
vance was halted in the Pacific or when a Russian city re mained
in the fi ghting.
If the American assault in French Africa, which is in reality
. our fi rst great offensive venture in eleven months of war, is.
successful, the Allies can give each other a sound slap on the
back.

B u t yet the war may be only beginning. Confidence must
not develop into cockiness. The Allies still do not have even
a toehold in western Europe. The Germans are fighting hard
ag·ain s t the Russians and the Pacific situation is not exactly
rose-colored.
It still remains to be seen whether Russia will
·accept , our efforts in French Africa as a suitable substitute for

action in Europe.

Even though the military situation is looking up, people
a re beginning to wonder about the unity of the Allies. The first
rift in the Allied coalition a rose over the que stion of a large
scale second front in western Europe. Stalin openly voiced his
. demands for action. After much talk and bickering among the
B ritish and Americans, it failed t n mate riali ze.
There has developed a regrettah!e political cleavage both'
among the United Nations and wi thin America. People in the
: United States are suspiciou s o f th<'! British and Russ ians. Last
week's elections revealed what m ight be called a repudiation of
the New Deal.
With both parties nearly equa! in voting strength i n con
gre ss, it could develop into a long, hard winter.

War Leaders of United Nations
Leave Much to be Desired
AS THE war in the Pacific progresses, more apparent becomes
the realization that we must have more competent milit ary
leaders if we expect to defea t Japan's highly efficient war ma
chine. This urgent problem of leadership is superbly illustrat�d·
in a recent report from this area, which reveals that many o f
the allied losses have been caused largely from careless leaders
with defensive complexes.
This. report states that the colossal example o f this weak
ness was the disaster that occurred off Savo Island on August
9, when the Australian cruiser Canberra and three of our heavy
crui s ers were caught unaware by a Japanese cruiser squadron.
Apparently, the allied vessels, upon receiving word o f the J ap
approach, had assumed defensive positions but were so careless
that the enemy was almost within fi ring range before they were:
detected.
To m ake m atters worse only a s mall portion of our crewsi
were at battle stations. B e sides the allied commander had de ·
parted -in his flagship, leaving no one in actual command.
This, i f true, is indeed a disgusting incident.
With s.uch
leadership as this the war can never result in allied victory.

Knowledge of this mistake also helps explain why the marines
did not follow up their amazing fi rst success in the Solomons
and why a change of leadership was suddenly made in the mid
dle of operations.
Moreover, i t explains t he great a m ount of
b i ckering between the various branches of the a r m e<l service.
Competent leaders would never allow such childish guarreling.

It is apparent that the problem to he solved first is to
select leaders who are thoroughly reliable. When this i s really
done, all other proble m s . will quite naturally com e to an end.
This ·s.o lution applies not only to the field of military operations
but to economic and politic'al fields as well. The choosing of

ca pable and reliable leaders will solve our major problems and
unless we accomplish this motive we cannot expect to progress

· very. -far

towards our goal -.of. victory.- ·

change in the entire picture.

on the scholastic side. Often the intelliD. Covi
gent student with a driving will to kan1 neglects the
ties.

On

the other hand,
ones-who

This time, profiting from our fathers' mlstakef
1918 we are much wiser. We know how much it
take to defeat the tyrant and stamp him out of

there are some students

become

so

engrossed

in

istence

'We dismiss here the student who fails because of

probation case, and is subject to various restrictions.

We speak of that student who can maintain high hon
his interests away from extra-curriculars and toward

his class work.
The main

directed to

subject

the

of this argument, however, is

freshmen whose

might lead to failure.

ambitious

interests

The upper classman has already

cast his form and if he has succeeded, he and the school
have profited from his experiences.

If he has failed,

we are determined to

have undertaken.

of the ideal of scholarship.

his outstanding interests, since sooner or later he is a

and

finish the job
No halfway business will be allo
No argument will be tolerated.
The enemy must
cept our terms of peace and like them. We are de

their

clubs, dramatics, journalism, etc., that they lose sight

ors with a fair amount of study if he turned some of

Military News Encourages Allies
As Political Storm Clouds Lower

But the passing of twenty years finds us
with an almost identical situation. Unbelievable aa
may seem, we are again fighting desperately for
same democratic way of life. There is but one

directed efforts must be applied in both

intelligent

FRANKLYN

to sacrifice his life on the battlefield.

that

RUTH: MANESS ................................................................ ..................... Society Editor

Glenn

had made the world absolutely safe for democ
Never again would it be necessary for an America.Ill

extra-curricular

leaders\1ip training available in extra-curricular activi
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with

awaited for day of celebration. Our armies had
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maintenance

a t the

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER li

mined that the next armistice will be made

.

to lasl

At last the long awaited allied offensive has o
with Rommel in North Africa as its object of con
tration. 'First news of the attack indicates highly

vcr�ble rP.s11H1: but Remmel should not be considered
The Alamein front is exceedingly n

pushover.

and the nazis have strongly fortified it, so we sh
not expect an easy victory.
Only after artille!'Y'
infantry have opened gaps in the enemy lines will
be able to make effective use of our armored fore�

he knows why; and no amount of talk on the part of
another student can do much to straighten him.
Freshmen

often

come

to

college,

encouraged

by

friends, teachers. and even parents to become leaders
in their schools.

Excellent

idea '

But

there is school work to be done, too!

don't

forget :

The freshman

should not feel that he must establish himself as
campus leader during the fall quarter.

make a fraternity his first year.

can

achieve distinction

If he

a

He n<ied not

is popular, and

in certain worthy phases

of

college life, he is gaining valuable experiences that will
&tand him well time and time again.
However, no fresi:lman should

plunge

into

such

work without first budgeting a time schedule tha t will
Continued

on Page Eight

dubious future.

are

faced

with

an

Official

word

from

the

apportionment

of

papers.

indefinite

and

Northern, with

are

publishing

larger

only

e
four

Staff members at Eastern hope to keep the size

the EI paper up to at least six pages each week.

H

ever, winter term enrollment will determine the fu

of the

News.

The Warbler is also faced with trying days.

It
here

a certainty that even fewer students will be

question now confronting such young men is whether

incurs the high cost, but rather the photography4

piness

to print a few books as it does to publish several

harboring

uncertain

lives

and

Eastern,

school when the books are distributed next spring,

a duty

happy

than

to

perform

normal,

·

brought some encouragement. With an increase

ments

tal problem has taken on new significance. They realize
their

decrease this year.

example, Western

For the men who soon expect to be

behind

or feeling the effects of the war in some way, the

nue available to the publications has suffered a

have decreased the number of pages in each issue.

drafted or to be enlisted in the armed forces, tl'l.e mari
they will leave

pub ·
rati

News and Warbler, a little more money is arail
The time is near at hand when some step mu$
taken to reduce the cost of the News. Other sch

AMERICAN YOUNG men in college, in business, and
home,

Just as nearly everything is being

the

By Eugene Price
the

tions.

pP.r cent in the amount per student available to

American Youth !=aces
Problem of War Marriages
in

THIS WAR has caught up with the Eastern

outcomes.

The

or nQt they should marry and experience whatever hap
may present itself

before

national duty.

they are called

for

Much h:.s been written on tne subject of war mar

riages.

It is a frequently debated question.

But who

is not so much the number of books published
cuts, and the makeup.

It seems probable that a student assessment

and logical points-to be accepted for both sides of the

good of us all.

situation.

dire

future ?

There are points

We do not attempt to settle the question.

We merely present a few ideas from both sides in order
that you might draw a more intelligent conclusion.

POSl)ibly young women are less doubtful about their

answers to

the problem.

They realize that they

are

in their twenties and if they should decline any pro

posals for the duration they may not be on the eligible
lists when the men return.

Along the same

vein of

thought, the girls ·who hesifate before accepting may

find their men drafted a11d gone before their answer is
given.

Consequently, by stopping too long to consider

whether to marry now •or wait until the war is over,
they may be too late for marriage now and may be too

of

Students should realize that this assessmeit

not . for anyone's personal benefit but for the

ulti

Five years from now, "Things We

The

Illinois

Education

association

has

come

openly with an appeal to national and state di'aft
cials that 18-year-old youths in their last year

of

school should be left unmolested until they receive

coveted diploma.
Such

an

appeal

merits

favorable

comidera

Surely, the government is not 80 badly in need of
that high school seniors need be taken before the
of the year.
Still, on the other hand, most of

18-year-olds in the country are probably high sc

seniors.

A pl'bminent psychologist remarked that the com

mon complaint of war brides after their husbands re

turned was that they had to get acquainted with an
person.

The phychologist revealed that

this element is probably the chief rel!.son why only five

per cent of the World War I marri9.ges remained happy.
If a couple plans to marry now, are they sure they

have the qualities of courage, persona'ity, adaptability,

and confidence that wm render thP.m capable of facing

together the necessary adj ustments when they re-enter
life on a marital status

after the war?

A point of no small significance is concerned wit11

the national birth rate.

upon to the

If war marriages are frowned

extent that the majority of young

men

march off unmarried, a sericus decline in the country's

birth rate will be effected.

Then until the war is over

there would only be very few incoming children to carry

on and help reconstruct our way of life once the can
non are quiet.

Perhaps such a deficiency of children

in the next five years might. si;em · unimportant while

the children

were young,

but a five-year blind spot

when such children would norm.ally have emerged as
adult tllinkers,

builders,

and

countrymen,

have a .nearly disastrous effect on society.
Those in favor of war marriages

could

often use

only

the

argument that a man will fight with more drive and
perseverence if he has a personal interest in the pro
tection of his country.

And a wife at home and visions

of future children are pretty strong personal incentives.

If a marriage has been planned for some time pre
to the man's leaving for military duty the mar

vious

riage should by all means go through as scheduled.

It is only those last minute unions which fall into the

category of war marriages

and

which

are

being discussed from every conceivable angle.

currently

·

For" will be worth much more than one greenb�

late for marriage forever.

entirely new

h

haps $ 1 will become necessary in order to completei

book.

face of such a

Hence, it costs nearly as m

dred.

can say w.hether or not young people should marry in
the

w

"Look, Mom, I've been out of my shell

utes.

five
When am I going to start laying eggs?''

·
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The . . .

COLSEYBUR

Kickapoo Aristocrat:
. .

LS EYB U R GETS COMMISSION-WE THINK

FESSO R COLSEYBUR, internationally known authority on military

ilctics,

has accepted a commission as Major in the Army Intelligence

ment.

"I have been a

General so

·to meet the Government half

'
1

fessor Colseybur joined East

staff, oh so Jong ago.

He came

teaching in the grade schools

111ch and such county in some

, he was unemployed for some

, after which he weillt to school

-.while, finally landing at East

Colseybur holds numerous ac

·c degrees, all in s�me major
'
'While at Eastern Professor Col-

Kevin,

words, before the first of the

to grope

shoes and

As a gesture, the faculty are con
ering giving up the Christmas
we hope, as a gesture, they

y.

't decide to give up the school.

t how we played the game,
t makes footiball seem some
times
ty ta.me.

that F.cl.ucation

't come out

with the slogan :

ittees Will Win the War."

rewritten

"Gone With

Washington, D. C.

'We're glad

to see some of the
It's their first

talk about be

Was it Al

lost ball.

He is a wise man,

The trouble with

the

post-war

that it Is shaping up

indeed,

who

knows when Service ceases and an

noyance begins.

too

use

getting In

the

t Guard so that you can coast

!\he duration.

"I love you, dear, with all my heart ! "

mate.

tax law Is almost ex

us arose thy walls and ,towers,
dless of the filcis Powers.

We suppose that Profs -a-Hoppin'
be an all-girl show, too, pretty

always wanting to know what

'
s

did .with our money.
We have

just

finger

ling our Campus !Leaders, just

,a

matter of precaution.

the Warbler,

We think Gov. Green should in
New

Yorkers

that

Illi

nois has declared wa11 on the Axis.
"I shall take Russia in six weeks."
shall

take

Russia

in

six

"I shall take Russia in six-any

way, I'll take Russia."

mem

book, will remind you how you

ed out Of uniform.

our Public

Relations.

It's about time Roosevelt crossed

on Washington.

who

decided

to go

to

the

just to get away from it all.

Moon,

It looks like the end of civiliza
tion, but we can't quite see ; our

we were curious enough the other

day to go to the records to see if

we still have a League and a Union.

This season merchants shouldn't

shelves.

about

emptying their

Don't

believe

that

rumor you

dition.

It's too .bad we can't cut down on

We just saw an overall ad cap

tioned : "What the Best Dressed De

Get in the fight, boys-if Hitler

and what Is democracy without vitamins?

e was when Practice Teaching

our only Obstacle Course.

Thank you, Adolf dear, for giving

other words, just a subsmtute.

l!ome Rome is always

just rolled up the

at night?

ou're the cream in my coffee-

burning,

Mussolini thinks he's a

that we're holding our own,

're beginning to miss the wonder
prose of Churchill.

educational

system

sidewalks

would

Com merce Department
Prepares Publication
BITS

FROM

Business,

the

semi-

annual publication of the Com

press about the second week of De
cember, according

to word

issued

The publication contains humor,
and sports.

It also serves to

the service and for jobs.

Editor Ruth Hathaway '43, heads

tb is year's staff.

She is assisted by

Bona Gene Moyer, assistant editor;
Maxine
Radloff, afamni
editor;

Nettie Hill, humor editor ; William
Whitson, sports ectdtor; Joe Bushur,

art editor ;

Mary Beth Pierson, Pi

Omega Pi ; Elizabeth Smith, de
partment
editor ;
and
Maynette
Reporters

Mary

include

Ashby,

Marguerite

Geneva

Connell,

Guthrie,

Weidner,

Thelma
Alice

'[W"ilson,

Ann

Fitzger

Kenneth

Grubb,

Cooper,

Grace

Virginia

Schrader, and Betty Jane Lewis.

May rationing never come to this

the Lincoln cowpath."

lini.

Boone.

22,

we'll

feel

like

Daniel

The Indians Will soon recognize

This much is left for me

,

hunt snipes." ' And that dear chil-

minutes

later

somebody

me that I had ten llll.inutes to des
cend for

breakfast,

grabbed

whereupon

by toothbrush

and

I

shoes

and other things. Ten minutes later

an air of sleepiness and many heads
were

evidence resting on arms

m

whlch in turn rested on the ta!bles.

And after dOIWiling several cups of
coffee I slowly opened my eyes <as

did others in the room) and began

to formulate my plans for the day.

7 A. M.

dedicated to

This following hour I

my face, figure, and clothes and in
general

preparOO. myself

forthcoming classes.
As the last

bell

for

my

8 A. M.

rang I made my

usual effecmve ent•rance into Con

temporary Lit class to find Mrs. Al

ter smiling sweetly at me and com

menting that though she had three
children and drank two cups of cof

fee in the morning she managed to

"Oharleston-the Oity That Needs
a Friend."

IMAGERY

She would arrange the chairs just
That one could never come and go

Without fear of brushing them.

Fragile and neat her house-

A work of art
That never reached the heart

That never welcomed friend to stay,
some write poetry in just that way.

an educational conference and came
away sad.

Now she knows how Col

sey.bur has felt all these years.

Her life was lived in sweet seclusion,
Never harshness nor confusion.

She would be living much the same

If one coffee salesman called her
way.

Better

read Spenser, . write a lesso n plan,

mail out the News, type an editorial,

plan a par.ty menu, compile a term

paper, get my shoes shined and talk

SO while trying to de

cide which to do first I retired to
the Campus and wasted 45 dancing

10 A. M.
PE and durin g

as

Price

volleyball and was .prepaTing for a

trot around the 72 acres when Van
Horn called the time. So I crawled
back to the gym and into the showers.

11 A. M.

Appreoiation of Engtlsh poetry class.

So I appreciated and

appreciated

and came out with the knowledge

that sonnets have 1'4 lines and that

when an early Englishman told his
girl friend she had hair like wire,

·it was highly complimentary.

so

aptly remarked :

"Until the iris bloom again,"

Professor

Colseybur.

own

five feeble ges

tures I managed to drop my books,
change into something a little more

comfor·table, and flo.p across my bed

for a 'little relaxation in the field

of

literature.

ThUmJbing through

my only magazine I found I had al

ready finished the current issue ·of
True Confessions-whereupon I put
on a little something more
and
stepped down the Hall in search of
new literary ma.terial. Emily came
forth with an ofter of Mademoiselle
and Bessie Fay offered her copy of
Esquire. SO I returned to my little
nook and again flopped down on my
litt'le

bed�this time

to

appraise

haughtily the Varga beauties .

4 P. M.

Feeling the need of a tast� of iresh
air after my heavy reading s�ssion I
stuck my head out the door

yelled "Anybody going
pus?"

anct

the Cam

to

Whereupon ten doors open

ed and ten heads looked out and all

said

''Yes,

rair.'"

wait

untff I

comb my

The Campus W'ls ctark

invtting so

we

all

went

in

smoke and viotory coke.

and

for

a

5 P. M.
& my waitch chimed five I mean

dered back to dear old Pemberton
to .put in a few half hours of study

before dinner.

I succeeded in ar

riving at the first landing only to be
met by an onslaught of female trou

badors rendering "The
Wreck"

and

Rambling

I was caught in

the

rush and swept 'back down into the

parlor where we all draped ow·selves

on the piano and burst forth anew.

sat down and after Mrs. Cotter had

we all began to eat. Liver and bacon
ed tomatoes-and tapioca.

All we

12 NOON

In which I eat, drink, and dance !

Today I decided to forego the Hall
lunch so I found

a booth in the
crowded campus where I sat with

peoples who

8 P. M.

didn't

have

dates perched over the upstairs rail

ing and Wllltched the male element
calling for their girls. And so to my

own nook and radio, and books. Just
as I was enjoying myself .to Bing's

crooning some little

number from

downstairs stepped in and told me

that they

just couldn't

appreciate

Bing downstairs. so I turned o.ff the
old thing and went to bed.

11 P. M.

Woke up screaming and couldn't go
back to sleep. Then to utilize my
time wisely as the war .production

board advises I began to wash my

hair and things. I pinned my hair
upon my head and pinned my ·things
about the room.

12 MIDNITE

Hearing footsteps in the hall I gralb

·bed my robe and added my

own

footsteps to the bunch already pa
rading down the corridor.

as

And so

tihe new day dawned we wake

ful Pemites tramped down to , the

kitchen behind the nlght watchman
.for a bit of a morsel.

my good friends Virginia Lacey and

Thomas Attends

sat in the ,!JOoth .

Registrars' Conference

Connie Bell.

Bessie Townsend also
We perused the

inspiring menus for 10 minutes and
then ordered hamburgers and cho

LAST WEElK Miss Blanche Thomas,
EI registrar, attended the Confer

quate and non-fattenring) .

area.

colate milk

(which was both ade
FQll" the

remainder of the noon hour I dan

ced with all the available material
-and also with Bessie-until we all
made a mad dash

o'clocks.

for

our

one

l P. M.

I arrived at Education to find them
problems

of

Education.

15 minutes I looked

out the window in observance of
falling leaves and two
fighting

"Isn't there someone who can bring

Signed:

soc

football, ran the mile, played two in

excluding the

Without a sarong.
And

down to

On the whole it was educational,

than Hollywood

In

�parsley with .boiled potatoes-stew

discussing

We'll get along

private nook.

cept schedule some faculty pictures,

nings of sofllball and one game of

My electric washer comes apart,

I ambled back to the Hall and up

two flights of stairs into my

moved my elbows from the table and

An ice box that's almost through,

And as the teardrops start,

3 P. M.

My classes being over for the day

9 A. M.

A free hour with nothdng to do ex

the intervening period played

enirs.

we didn't have a party af.ter all.

succeeded in catx:h!ng my eye I re

class Ogden Nash's "A Drink With

cer, ran the obstacle course, played

A .gas range that will do.
I dwell in memory among my souv-

it and I shut the door and

Connie opened it and consequently

Something In It."

children to argue about I sat down,

Among my souvenirs.

An auto with a tire or two,

I shut the door and Jeanne op

ened

only to rise agiain and read to the

And having no

I dashed

I dwell in memory

ty.

.
6:45 · P. M.
Food was the main diversion of the
hour. Food in all its glory. We all

get there on time.

Of days that used to be ;

joy to the heart of Oolseybur ?"

And Adolf said to Benito, "Let's

Forty

popped into my nook and in:formed

minutes thereby.

Without coffee

If we get to Kentucky after Nov

more minutes of blissful sleep.

to Podesta.

dren, is what happened to Musso

today-

America.

the war hadn't put an end to
our

about

-"The Only Teachers College Along

ember

ow

something to gripe

Remember the good old days when

they

This done I

'!1he dilldng room was lbUzzing with

Miss Reinhardt recently went to

America

by

I descended for breakfast.

so--

besides the weather.

ing,

beautiful

And falls among my souvenirs.

wins, he'll take a.way our vitamins,

To ELP
pretty words intrigue us;
lilting lines caress--:'
only when we look for mean

me, Johnny, tell me in

words. Do you still love me?"

ald,

fense Worker Will Wear."

non-essen-

recently in front of Pern Hall : "Tell

Jarobe, copy editor.

horsepower, too.

rthat great

Overheard

touch with those who have left for

· heard about our over-crowded con

finished

found

"--- know I have insurance ? "

"I do ! I do! I do ! I do ! "

,be worrying
Uncle Sam is just like our wife;

have

lr.eep present Commerce students in

glasses are a little dirty .
r

week

themselves in a dilemma, being for

art,

Then there was that poor fellow

still remains the best

past

fraterni-

"You say that with assurance! "

the Potomac and stopped the siege

�eanor seems to be Willkie's run

ties this

Eas.tern's

last week.

The Army has all but censored

!l'here's no

OF

merce department, will roll off the

The biggest game of the year will

months ."
'

PLEDGES

bidden to speak to girls.

on it, with Adolf still looking for the

"I

and finally,

for .the da.wning day.

The Third Reich has two strikes

the

my

sank back onto my pillow for a few

the Wind," with the scene laid in

form

things

for

succeeded in laying out my clothes

Japan-a country of blossoms that

be played in Japan's Rice Bowl.

not whether we won or not,

aibout the �oom

hanging over the foot of my bed I

Smith?

·ng registration. Sorry, Hobie,
Anny beat you to it.

and

without getting out of bed I began

Now isn't it just like Oolseybur

fore there was a . war?

Dean Heller has a .plan for sim

so I calmly reached out from

ty and grace of awakening )

Where are those dainty sallies

What did people

th.

unanimous

a

6 A. M.

rite flower is the Iris.

a..fter his rent Is due, or, in

made

Awaking again (with my usual beau

Of Lawson-Michael wit?

have

and

my alarm clock.

And Thut's triumphant smiles?

We

I buried my head in my

the cover and bashed in the face of

And Wood's sonorous basso,

bear no fruit.

at present, but he may leave

hour.

of

And Neely's winsome wiles,

ty Anti-social Commitltee. His

.

5 a. m.
blankets

decision in .favor of sleeping another

the raucous laughs

Alone to mention it?

The date of Colsey.bur's call is un

Today started off with a bang when
my alarm began banging away at

The Second Draft?
are

has served in various capacbut he is most at home in the

tion department and on the

5 A . M.

else.

Where

into the News office for a little par

By My Girl Thursday

have produced a nation in which ev 
erybody · was investigating everybody

from goodness knows where.

est individuals and we all swooped

A Day at Pem Hall

long," stated Colseybur, "the

will do me good ." It is understood that Colseybur held out for
plus ten per cent but finally

by ELP

squirrels.

2 P. M.

At thii.s point my conscience always

begins to hurt cause I know I should

be going to that Math class which

I dropped. at the end of six weeks.

Then I

appropri ated

the ten nea.T-

ence of Registrars in the Chicago
The

meeting was held

on

Wednesday, Nov. 4, at the Central

YMiOA college in Ohicago.
I1r. Scott, a member of the Uni
versity of Chicago f.aculty, gave a

paper on the eight year study of pro
gressive education . There was a.lso
a general discussion · of the transfer
of war credits and of the enlistment
of men students in the various re
serve programs of the United States
armed forces.

The decrease in enrollment which

has resulted in many of the col

leges of the state because of

present world
cussed.

crisis

the

was also dis

There were a:bout 40 delegates to

the conference, representing colleges

1n the Chica@"o area.
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Panthers Clash with l-luskies
In Final Game of Season
turn

will

EASTim.N PANTHERS

their faces northward this week
'the

Northern

conference

Huskies

-

mal

Dogged

No7.

for the inexperienced Eastern eleven
and outdowned ithe locals 14-10.
Early

by Cap

into

giant

Coached

by

"Chick"

(�1e

Evans,

the lead in the Illinois Intercollegi

. . . . Ends career

Coach Evans has employed fresi1-

most of the

Al Mastrnn

a native

Turney,
and

Stuart

of the Huskies.

Most of the Panthers will prob�

aioly . be making their last start in
an Eastern uniform for the dura

A. Sullivan ........

DeKalb

LE ................ Ulrich

Slutzky .............. LT .......... Gerhardt
Lewis

................

LG ............ Arquilla

Foster ................ C

....... ....... George

By Virginia Lacey

ALL ARDENT reac'rers of the "Wo-

men's Shorts" will please note the

in

weather.

The

contents

of

the

column will relate 1to the same sub

jects (short subjects)
The

little

"birdie",

Vuckovich ........ LH ..................

Pierson .............. FB . . . . . . Mastrangeli

Charleston H igh School
Throttles N ewton, 46-0
Torjans

HIGH

wound up their season in a blaze

m· glory

winning

Thursday

from

night, Nov.

Newton 46-0.

b,

The

victory assured the Trojans of ffrst
place in the

EI League, with a rec

ord of five :Victories and no defeats.
As Newton kicked off at the start

of the game they inet an all-senior

lineup.
on

to

the

the

stopped .

Hutton

took

one

and

Two

plays

fifteen

morgue, again

ordinary

way

of life.

the

made

where

it

he

kick

up

was

later Johnson

passed from his own thirty to Sel-

let on the Newton thirty-two, and

Sellet galloped the rest of the way

to chalk up th e first
·
·
·
ts. The
six
pom
try for extra point on a pass was no

play.

second

In the

Biggs

unbalanced
quarter

iittle gain.

Then Charleston

score

We lost

extra point failed.

in

the

5

pilayer of team four is, I'm afraid ! )

A t least, we were consistent.
More

h�king

club

Abe

Stewart

amazing accuracy to put the Pan
thers on the march.

For many of the boys it will be

the last

time to

tote

the

leat.';ier

under a Pant.her uniform.

and Driggers passing the pigskin for
considerable gains.

hit

ter.

Wolfe,

Panther tackle, re- .

visitors' 20-yard line.

Gus Rapp of

The swish of the ball through the

on the hardwood is good evidence

year.

With

most

in school and

end, for the touchdown.

Nick Vuc

to

make the final score 27-7.

Ridgefarm

line

gain

of about 15 yards. The Vik'

of

last

year's

available,

tJhe

:oition for any opponent.

Well, Eastern has 20 points this

season . . . .

were un

of

ineligibility.

Isn't

Dr.

James

M.

that

good

Thompson

was

to score, however.

for 20 yards.

Just before

around

end

ended, Reat, Viking
about

right

30 yards.

for

a gain

In the second half a comple
pass set up the first touchd� I
Ridgefarm.
Then Newby ski
for

few

end

extra

The
complete.

for the tally.
point

was

minutes .later

drove over to score.

Newby

aga
N
skirted right end for the touc
Pulton and Newby gained

the weakening TC line and

down.

Softball Intramural Standin�

Won
Sig Taus .....................................3

Buchanan ..................................2
..........................................2

Phi Sigs ......................................!'
Moms

their

.hard.

uttered

boys hit

nervous

the

turf

"Ob's"

in his college days.
all

He paced the

around

BO LEV'S

Nebraska

and the region thereby. Dr. Thomp

>on's athletic career is reflective to
day,

shorthand.

for

he

even

writes

in

ICE CREAM
STORE

Too bad the season is almost over.

end.

His

exceptional

pass-snag

SPECIAL :
Banana, Nut
Sundaes
Sandwiches
Barcebue
Hot Chocolate Sc

noon.

Although it was Dad's Day, many

For Up-to-Date
SHOE 'REPAIRING

Don't Be Deceived
FOR QUALITY TRY
BOLEY'S

try

Welton's Shoe Shop
Between 5th

& 6th on Route If

Phone 496

611

Knott .................. L G .................. Larik
Moore ...... ..... ..... R G

.............. Pi2::-on

................

Clark

Cox .................... R E ................ M:trb.in

Rapp .................. LH .......... Malimky

We exteu:d an lnvitati<>h to all

Vuckovich ........ R H ................ Green
............ Kemper

Eastern students to take ad·

Ochs, Geckler.

dered by this institution.

the "very heavy fog."

of

the

Seven�

McBride ............ LT .............. Hodges

vantage of the services

last

brisk trek to the south, in spite of

Elmily Steinbrecher,

extrem

known as the "Flash of the West"

gers, Janes, Slutzky, Irvin, Collins,

forth

the

fullback,

z·g at 5 p. m. on a

ventured

in

first half by driving through cen

Captain Calufetti, at home because
r:ews?

aple

Carbondale (27)

Stephenson ...... QB

of

q

half, in

Ridgefarm threatened late

Burtt

Carbondale left their passing ace,

TC right

a pass of Ridgefarm'S' I
in the second quarter and ran for

Panthers should prove tough oppo

Eastern then dropped back and toss

ed the pigskin to Andy Sullivan, left

the

cepted

Eastern's only tally resulted when

Justin Aitubis,

to
of the

off

ings

right

ging worried the Maroons all after

5

p.

m. badmin!ton set, has replaced Joan

Substitutes : Eastern-Hall,

Attutis,

Lewis,

Zahradka,

Drig

ren·

Bevill,

Southern-Edwards,

Ragedale, Michel, Hinkley, Collins,
Echols, Stat1er, Tweedy.

CHARLESTON NATIONAL BANK

Coon as head of the Social Danc

ing club.

T H E

One thing we noticed about Jane

Hon during the .tournament - she

B EST

We Have I t

never lets anything interfere with
.
her playmg ·1

ADKINS' MARKET

�he

Tenth and Lincoln

You ll need just gobs of
sweaters

FOR T H E B EST I N Q U A L I TY
Come to

MARKET

Se

several now while

$3.98
<===..... ..

Free Delivery

.

you

$1.98

THOMPSON'S

\\fi � l.tLn

to

the selection is large.

RUSKIN

Open Swiday, 7-11

keep

warm this winter.
lect

Phone 156

.

�

Drig

score repeatedly. The Panthers took
to the air with Vuckovich, Pierson

kicked

Prince, Wolfe, and Reat

Pierson .............. FB ........ Milosevich

members

took

behind

Pierson.

"Ace" Irvin is developing into a real

in Southern territory, threatening to

19-0.

Ridgefarm

the

than ten

Thursday, Nov.

attack

half the EI Panthers kept the ball

Metter .......... ...... RT .................. Ba'.cer

(E'1eryone

final touchdown came when
Hutton ploughed over center on a
kicked the extra point.

the

M.

•• The

qµarterback sneak.

for

Foster ................ C

can you expecit with a partner like

made

The try for

very Ilice interference.

1 1-yard line.

carried

all the games we played! But what
Hubbard.

moral victory as

this

to the Eastern

of

Sullivan ............ LE .................... Oook

Yours truly hit the "all time low"

in the tournament records.

a

Milosevich then

Eastern ( 7 )

can

passing

gers, and Stephenson chucked with

cinder paths

line

the ball and advanced it to the New
ton twenty-five. Johnson took the
pass fr_om center and ploughed
twenty-five yards to

Bob Kemper, hail

made

Newton

consistently hit the line, but

Carbondale

possibly face the public again !

Hubbard

�

the point on an

half,

over and, frankly, I don't see how
(ingenueJ

sporting a

in the second half, it was at least

On the next
a pass interception.
three plays, R.agsdale toted the ball

.
.
good. .
:� .A;way towards the nor h and
After the kickoff. Charleston took- :·
· west hiked aibout ten l1ttle maids
0ver on a punt and 0n the neXt P1 a y
last Friday, Nov. 6, at 3 p. m. The
Johnson threw another pass, this �
·; hiking club was at it again !
time to Bob Jenkins · who trucked '

thirty yards to tally.

second

kovich converted the extra point

p. m. club knows just who the real

By Bob Carlisle

CHARLESTON

the

near

Margaret

assumes his

to

very

Yes, the badminton tournament is

cook

the

covered at Southern fllllb
lJ le on the

Gox .................... R E ................ Farney

Rapp .................. RH ............ Henigan

trip

as be.fore.

a free

Stephenson ...... QB ............ Prentice

Roy Ragsdale, right halfhack,

Throughout the remaining second

Moore ................ R G ............ Duffield

Janes .................. RT .......... Baumann

Malinsky

tra point.

change in title-due to the change

Possible starting lineups :

Eastern

as

touchdown and also kicked the ex

Women's Longies

Day

team

down

ed a big part in the offensive attack

Eastern

Dad's

,t;o the tune of 27-7. With

10 yard line.

ing from Johnston City, completing

igan, back from Sycamore, has play

Carbondale spoiled our

celebration

like to have a basketball team this

The Maroons took over on their

. . . . Now a fullback

the la't .b orne game of the season
last Saturday as the J.Vlaroons
of

for Irvin and ran another 40 yards

45-yard line with

The passing of Henry Hen

ca,reer as he graduates in June.

out of the air on

snatched the ball

tively even terms.

Russell Pierson

dropped

that most of the student body would

quarter,

the game was fought on compara

fullback

PANTHERS

an Eas�ern pass which was intended

In

are paced by Ken Prentice, of De

EASTER!\"S

netting and the squeak of sneakers

same

con7inued its scoring ways, although

Upper classmen in the back field

tion. Ross Stephenson '43, will def
initely write finis to his college grid

to

farm on Schahrer field

considerable gains in the first

Kemper

read 13-0.

tion already this year.

of Zion.

the

ed the extra point to make the score

kicker for the Huskies, having · made
five points in conference competi

and Joe Rushforth,

point but failed

extra

the

carried the remaining yardage for

Harry Woodyatt is the ace place

Kalb,

for

tried

the second marker. Milosevich kick

another

back from Rockford.

Cook,

kick for

and

Rockford,

Rasmussen,

yards

Milosevich

Maroon powerhouse

of DeKalb, Rober�

halfback from

Stanton

Eastern's line failed to hold the

freshman ca,1di

Other outstanding frosh are Bob

Cook,

EI center,

to back the Panthers to their own

geli, 6-foot ace from Rockford, has
dates.

of

for

quarte11back,

40

In the

Ross Stephenson

ate conference.

been leading the

hands

Bill

the remaining

convert.

son and have .fought their way to

time during the year.

the

touchdown.

Huskies have had a successful sea

men in the backfield

period,

intended

Southern left end, who in turn ran

tackle, and Ed Arquilla, guard, who
hails from Melrose Park.

pass

was batted by Jim Foster,

Outstanding

Bauman,

initial

long

Bob Kemper, Maroon

tain John Farney, 180-pound half
are Russ

in the

Malinsky's

By Don Mead

the

Saturday,

Playing before an EI Dad's Day

necks to a 14- 14 draw at the North

linemen

smashed

last

crowd, the visitors proved too much

that battled the Macomo Leather

'back from Sycamore.

Panthers

the year 27-7.

Eastern will be meetin" a team

The Northerners are led

Carbondale

Nor

to Rid
by the

nale last Tuesday, Nov. 3

Locker Room

aerial,

Maroon-clad

Nov. 7, in the final home game of

14, in the final game o� the season.

ern Homecoming.

of

Eastern

leading

Saturday.

combined

the

TC HIGH dropped the season't

. . . the

warriors of Southern Illinois

end when they journey to DeKalb
meet

A

ground attack,

TC H igh Bows to
Ridgefarm, 1 9-0

Around

B y Dick Fisher
UNLEASHING

11,

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

Maroons Smash
Eastern, 27-7

Huskies Lead Conference Race

to
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EASTERN TEACHERS NEWB

Delmar Nordquist
Pens Letter

�ASTERN . . .
in the

. . . SERVI C E
ART Valicelli, former student
member of Phi Sigma Epsi«1cial !fraternity, writes from his
oost at Scott F1ield, I.ll . , "I
� to the field after visiting
rn at Homecoming to find that
"1ffiored seven-day week had
ved. From now on, Sunday is
�erent from iany other day
the week and everything will go
that day as it does any day of
week.
•

l'nlat doesn't mean that we are
duty seven days a week as we
turns getting aff one day durthe week. Regardless, Tuesday
any other week day cannot re
Sunday.
"l'he past few days we have been
dust storm.
re has been no rain in this vi
ty for quite some time and the
is like fine powder. Lacking
IM.tion of any type on the field,
gust of wind carried a cloud of
which penetrates the barracks
little difficulty.
"It's quite a problem
trying to
your things clean. Each night
re is a layer of dust on the iblan
ili whic:h have to be shaken before
can sleep. All this happening
good old Illinois, too."
His complete address : 367th Tech
School Squadron, Barracks 250,
tt Field, Ill.
IAlu Urbancek, yeoman thiird class,
tes Dr. Earl S. Dickerson, mem
of the Commerce department, ·
Bur!"Wooo, La., where he is now
tloned.
Be states, "I have a swell job and
pell bunch to work with. I also
1naking use of my shorthand. To
color to the place, we have a
le old brick towers across the
which the Spaniards used for
bt houses way 1back when. Also,
Is rumored that pirates and such
some of the surrounding terry as an "old stamping ground."
Kail will reach him lby addressit to Lou A. Urbancek, Yeoman
Olass , US Naval Section, Base,
·
ood, La.
Bill Couch, former cheer leader
Phi Sig, is now in the United
tes NaV'y. He writes, "I have
news yet ibecause I just arrived in
Diego, Calif. I'm in what they
lboot-camp' now. Of course, I
all my ha:ir as soon as I got in
Joint. Remember-you guys who
still in school-don' t be drafted
ill the 'gobs'."
His comp\ete address : William
rd Conch A-S, Co. 42-463,
, San Diego, Calif.
P,rporal Keith Alexander's ad
s is Ordnance Training Center,
p Santa Anita, Arcadia, Calif.
'writes, "The country here is
tiful. Hollywooo is wonderful
beautiful women galore in evhouse, street, and alley. I saw
rles Jenkins in st. Louis and
Lovelas.s is here in Long
h."
Pri. Marion R. Ryan '42, writes
. James M. Thompson, head of
tommerce department, "The
has finally made a clerk out
me. They gave . me a· clerical
ude examination just before I
am
ert by basic and now I
· g the duties of company clerk
O>mpany B, 703 Military Po
h.ttalion at Fort Myer, Va.
ow that my ·basic training is
I iin allowed to go into Wash
n almost any night I wish. As
t soldiers stationed at Fort
r are always broke, because one
be in downtown Washington 15
tes after leaving the main gate.
'ce centers are numerous
, lalthough not so popular with
ception of the Stagedoor can
which draws a crowd every
t with its free eats and good
a,inment · presented by well
people in the enterta,inment

:ring a continuous

Id.
ficers here in Washington are

as numerous as service or enlisted
men. Saluting is very carefully ob
served in spite of its being such a
nuisance to bothe officers and en
lis�ed men, that they may have to
salute four or five times in a single
minute. The eye of the public is
constantly upon the army in this
city so it is necessary that we make
the proper impression on Johnny Q.
Public."
Pvt. Ro'.)ert N. Robinson '42, is
now stationed in Louisiana alt :he
following address : Base Weruther
Station, Army Air B:i.se, De Ridder,
La. Pvt. Lyle E. Henderson: Det.
Med. Dept., Barracks 1014, Scott
F1eld, Ill. A. C. Arlin Rennels: AC
Deta.chment, Class 42-K, Turner
Field, Albany, Ga.
Pvt. John L. Berry, former stu
dent, is now stationed with Battery
B, 12th Bn., 2nd Platoon, 4th Trng.
Regt. FARC, Ft. Bragg, North Caro
lina. Ronald McMorris's address is
Company D, 703 MP Battalion, Fort
Myer, Va.

may be reached
by aiddressing mail to Pfc. Olin Kreu
ter 36045865, Company A, 19th En
gineers, A:PO 1:0'33, Care of Post 
master, New York City. Pvt. Del
mar Nordquist, former president of
Eastern State club, is now with the
36oth Army Air Base Sqdn., Pueblo,
Colo.
Pfc. Olin Kreuter

was recently
inducted into the army and his ad
dress is now the US Army Air Gorps,
31st Army Air COl"J>S, 31st Tech.
School Squadron, Fli�ht D, Jef:fer
son Barracks, Mo. Pvt. Edward E.
Sluder's address is 51st Station Hos
pital, A. P. Hill, Military Res., Bow
ling Green, Va. Clyde 0. McKinney
may be reached by addressing mail
to the 41st Bat., Co. B, Ft. 3, Camp
Bradford, USNCTC, Norfolk, Va.
Pvt. Bernard Lance

Country Life Club
Convenes Monday
MEMBERS OF Oountry Life club
met at 7 o'olock Monday evening,
Nov. 9, in the Main building.
The group listened to reports by
the sev'en students who
attended
the Naitional Country Life conven
tion last week at Garbondale.
Students making reports were
Catherine Nessi, Frank Morse, Hel
en Roney, Phyllis Paschel,
Vera
Mae Ford, Mary Lee Durston, and
Joe Bushur.

Writing Enthusiasts
Meet Tuesday Evening

Remembers

SIGMA TAU Delta and Writers
club met Tuesday evening, Nov.
3, in the English office to read and
discuss manu.scripts submitted by
prospective members of Writers
club.

DELMAR NORDQUIST '42, former
president· of Eastern State club,
wrote the following letter to this
year's members of the organization.
Nordquist is now in the service
and .staitioned in Colorado. His ad
dress : Pvt. Delmar L. Nordquist,
360th Anny Air Base Sqdn., Pueblo,
Colo.

Two manuscripts, by Marie Dick
son '44, and Elizabeth Luer '44, both
English majors,
were accepted.
Booklets of news of Sigma Tau
Delta alumni were distributed and
discussed by the group.

To the Eastern State club:
I write, th1S evening, as a rather
biting wind sweep across this ·�oun
try. It swept in acroos the mesa for
mations, .to the nort'h, and down
along the salt flats that lie aibove
the camp, this afternoon. I wonder
if this is the forerunner of a Colo
rado winter, an experience new to
me.
The w.inters are really such I hear,
yet that will ·bring a king of "inani
mate life" ito the desolation of this
country. There's beauty in a differ
ent form from. what we know in Il
linois : more openly exerted and more
vivid in contrast. All this has set
me to wondering a;bout what I left
behind and to ohose individuals that
were my assaciaites and friends.
An indebtedness Is mine for the
EI News, Little did I realize how
much it would mean when I assist
ed in sending them out to men in
service. My moot sincere thanks for
it and if you are still carrying on the
service, please send them along. An
other favor I'd like to ask if you
don't mind, would someone send me
Roy Wilson's preserut address?
If you are interested in my pres
ent activities, they can be covered by
my work-instructing .pilots in in
strument night. This was the re
sult of mY preparation in the Link
Trainer Instructor's School ait Cha
nute Field.
All the success possible to you for
the school year.
Sincerely,
DELMAR NORDQUIST.


Bi ngamon Receives
CaII to Servi ce
JOHN BINGA.l"\10N '43, left school
last week to enter the service. He
reported Monday, Nov. 9, at the
University of Chicago where he will
undergo training in the Meteorology
branch of the Army Air Corps.
Bingamon is a member of Sigma
Tau Gamma sacial fr-atjlrnity and a
zoology major.

BRADING'S

SHOE REPAIRING
Quality Materials and
Prompt Service
417 Seventh St.

Student Council Meets
Last Thursday Night
STUDENT COUNCIL
met
last
Thursday evening, Nov. 5, at 7 : 30,
in Dean of Women Elizabeth K.
Lawson's office.

PHONE 173

Home Bureau Sponsors
Adult Recreati on Dance
HOME BUREAU met In the old
auditorium Friday night, Nov. 6.
for an adult recreation dance.

Delmar Nordquist

. . . . Describes life

Kappa Delta Pi Holds

GATES'

Reception for Students

BARBER SHOP

KAPPA

DELTA Pi, national honorary education fraternity, held a
reception for honor students Mon
day night, N9v. 9, following the ad
dress ·of Mr . Harlan Beem, Goles
county superintenderut of schools, in
the Main auditorium.

New an d Modem
In Will Rogers Theatre

Marguerite Little, Kappa Delta
Pi president, was in charge of the
reception.

.WILL R O G E RS

Building

___

Walt Disney's

'F A N T A S I A'
In Technicolor

NOV. 13-14

FRIDAY -SATURDAY-

Ann MI LLER-Betty RHODES-Jerry COLONNA
Johnnie JOHNSTON-Vera VAGUE in

'PRIORITIES

Plus

'THE MAN IN THE TRUNK'
with Lynn ROBERTS-George HOLMES

NOV. 15-16

SUNDAY-MONDAY-

For . . . .

CLASS ROOM,
CAMPUS or FESTIVE
OCCAS I ONS
We Have It

THE GOLDEN RULE

··

t >!,,,_ G I
•·• • ...

Phone 451

505 Seventh St.

·�

lll�Y"
.
·

BRIAN DONLEVY
VERONICA LAKE
ALAN LADD

m

Pai nts, Oil and Glass, Pai nters' Supplies,
Sporting Goods, Builders' Hardware,

good hair cut just doesn't hap
-It is the result of long ex
ence and careful attention
can get that kind of service
the

Electric and Plumbing Accessories

LOGAN'S HARDWARE

PRONE 444

She Met Donlevy!

1torrin9

LOGAN 'S HARDWARE
Dealer

She B r o k e Men L i k e
a s s . . . And T h e n

,.;,

ETHYL'S SHOP

SHOE SHOP
522 Jackson

PARADE'

on

and Joes and other styles Blouses in cotton and silks 50c, $1.00 to $1.25 Dickies !White Stripes, etc. - Capper's
Campus Scarfs.

Your shoes are going to
need re-soling.
For the Best in Leather
and Workmanship see

e

NOV. 11 -12

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Hose, Sheer Spun - Gloves
Lovely Sweaters in Sloppy Sues

R EMEMBER . . . .

T.',1ere were square dances, round
dances, and folk dancing. Mrs.
Bessie 'Wi'son, Home Bureau ad
viser, was in charge of the program.
About 150 attended. The Home
Bureau has been having these
dances for two or three years .

Raymond\ W ALBURN-J. Carrol NAISH

Get your date early for the Var
sity Formal on December 12.

W. C. Fitzpatrick
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Dario Covi Advises
Frosh to Go Slow

Montenegro Speaks at Eastern

Chilean Journalist �xplai ns
Life i n Lati n America

include

audiences

in

tl}e

am

fore

Dr.

Ernesto

opinions," stated

Montenegro,

the

leader during his initial year ;

suggested

of good leadership, and

It is not unlikely that he will be

come

that

over two

an

area

and one-half times that

in

is tnily mature,

he

uncooperative

ambitions

may

meddler,

make

him

unpopular to the many friends he

had made.

from the Atlanti'c

�ents a more profitable struggle . If

Not only

the

to

is each of the

I'he other side of the picture pre•

Pacific.

Laitin

American countries different

the

from

and directs

the other 1but the differences with

of

difficult

where along the regiion near Pan

At

miles .

�ven

equator,

though

because

·altitude.

closer

to

comes

south

and

to

cold.

"Persons in tne United States tend
generalize

Latin

much," he continued.

America
Some

too

of the

countries such as Bolivia and Peru

for example are essentially Indian in
race.

In 18 of the

Latin America,

20 nations

of

Spanish is the of

ficial language,

but in

Haiti

this

official language is French, and in

. Brazil it

is Portuguese. In all Latin

American countries there is a much
greater

national

and racial

inter

mixture than in the United States.

· He caHed attention to one fact little

known by most of us namely, that

many of

the

negroes

who

were

South
America
were
. brou�ht to
negroes from the north interior or
Africa

where

they had

into

come

contact with the Arabic culture of
· Africa.
Dr.

Montenegro

to the fact

called

that even

attention

thou�h the

that

of

the

United

States,

there is a growing North American
influence brought about by

closer

trade relationships and particularly

through the interchange of teachers

" and students among the schools of

the

fields,

Dr. Seymour Gives
Series of Lectures
DR.

GLENN

Seymour,

the Social

Science

represented
giving

Eastern

addresses

Illinois tcxwns,

member of
department,

last

at

week

three

Toledo,

by

eastern

Shelbyville,

and Mattoon.
was

"Inflation:

Its

Causes; What Has Been Done and

Is Being Done to Prevent It; and
What Should Be Done."

On Thursday evening, Nov. 5, Dr.

Seymour spoke a t the annual din
ner

of the

Domestic

in Toledo.

Science

club

His next engagement was at the

regular afternoon
Women's

club

Monday, Nov.

9.

in

meeting of

the

Shelbyville

on

On Wednesday evening, Nov. 11,

Dr. Seymour spoke a t the annual
dinner

of

the

Business

and

Pro

fessional Women's club at -the U. S.

Grant Hotel

and

maintain

without

in Mattoon.

mental

training

each other." ·
gested

that

In doing this he sug
"we

teacher as a sower
development

ships."

that

understand

of

consider

every

()If seeds in the

b
: etter

relation

¥ARSITY CLUB members are form
ulating initial plans .for the an

nual Varsity formal which has •be en
scheduled for December
Hugh Phipps

charge

of

12.

'43, club prexy, is in

arrangements

and

ap

pointed committees early this week

to make fumher plans.

Dr. Charles

; P. Lantz is faculty sponsor.

Com

.i mittee members are contacting pos
sible orchestras now.

is being assisted by

Oliver Anderhalter and Charles Mc

Cord. Phipps and Glenn Dowler are
on the orchestra committee.
Bill

:

Humes is

in charge

of

the

decorating committee and is assist-

ed .by Irving Burtt, Bill Bond, and

Forrest Liston.

Ross Stephenson is

chairman of ithe advertising. Ralph

Irvin and J?,ussell Pierson are also

on the same oommittee.

popularity

long

keeps

as

pace

his

with

Concluding briefly, we need fresh

men leaders ; but we want the type

tellectually and · socially.
the

ones

who deserve

Eastern,

freshman

I

have

classes,

credit.

Margaret

Rademaker

to their

and

!lVIar

garet Wente took second place in
the

4 r>- m.

Bullerrnan

:tournament.

and

Louise

Bellty Sherrick

Elnora

Ludy

and

won

Luella

Day, founth; and Lois Williams and
determined

by

Winners were

the

"double

round

robin" system in rwhich every team
played every other team •twice.

Jane Hon and Lucy Warford ran

a close second in the

test.

5 o'clock con

Annabelle Borton and Emily

Steinbrecher garnered

Huelskoe�.ter,

who

third ;

Viola

had no partner,

grabbed fourth ; and Virginia Lacey
and Margaret Hubbard, fifth.

The single round robin was used

COLES COUNTY Rural

Thursday evening, Nov. 12,
in

the dance

and

who

quickly

themselves, do not fail later because
they have forgotten

-A

skit,
will
be given as part of the eve

picting

home

accidents,

program.

The Rural Youth

composed

who

meet

each

of

Coles

associa

county

the se�ond

month.

held

The

alternately

meetingl!

cne

Mattoon.
The

membership

composes about
College

:it tend.

y

MondaJ

Charleston and the next
of

montbl
mon

this

200 people.

students

are

invltel!I

Make your plans

12.

B O WL

Education department, will attend

the Rural School Supervisory pro

at

ject at Western Illinois State Teach

ers college in Macomb on Friday,

CHARLESTON
BOWLING ALLEYS

Nov. 13 .

Dr. Olsen will lead a discussion

Friday afternoon, following the ad

Dr. Mabel C<arney, Profes

750

sor Emeritus of Rural Eduoation at
Columbia university.

Sixth

Special Price
to Students

Fresh

"BOB HILL"

I hope that these young men and

women,

at

the

A moving picture on health

cation will be shown.

DR. RANS c. Olsen, member of the

distinguish

each

three

studio of

education building.

Travels to Macomb

dress by

Youth

sociation will hold a meet

Varsity Formal on December

Dr. Hans Olsen

year,

observed

Every

Tues.,

1 :00 to 6:00

Open Bowling Every Thurs,
(Day and NUe)

Sat., Sun.

to take time to

study!

Chi Delts Entertain
Guests at Campus Party

S P O R TI N G G O O D S - H A R D W A R E
LE A T H E R G 0 0 D S
P AI N T S - GI F T S

CHI DELTA Gamma sorority will
entertain guests at an

party

day

informal
to

F R O M M E L " H A R D WA R E

be

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Bit the Little Campus Satur

evening,

Nov.

Dancing

10 :30.

14,

from

and cards

8

will

PHO.l't.''E 411

LAST FRIDAY , Nov.

6, Jean Jones,
'44, Ma.r.garet Rademaker '43, Mar
gery Thomas
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ttl e of A r111s . a n d Legs

No punches were pulled in this struo q le of orms, legs a nd bodies a s caught by the
camera man during a rough a nd tumble co-ed soccer gome at Macalester College, St.
Paul, Minn. Determined and grimacing as they fioht fo r the ball are, left to right,
Connie Nelson, Lois Gossman, Ruth Baran and Arlene larsqn. The sport is part of a
broadened physical education program including virtually every student at Macalester.

North Carolina's Challenge . ·. . .

Stu d ents ·collect
8 8 Tons of Scrap_
Sentiment was shelved when 300 students of North
Carol ina State College got behind the newspaper
scrap drive and rounded up 1 75,000 pounds of
metal in less than th ree hours. Sponsored by The
Technician in cooperation with the student council
the drive kept eight trucks busy and netted three
.carloads of scrap.
.
Many relics
dear to campus . tradition were
thrown into the heap, and the shout "get in the
scrap" became the school cheer.At the end of the
day the scrap pile included such items as a World
War I German howitzer, a football goal post and
hundreds of other items from boilers to bed springs.
And with the campaign ended North Carolina
has issued a challenge to
other schools of the
nation to outdo . it in . collecting scrap. The student
body of 2,400 is ready to take on all-comers on
a per capita basis. They have on average of 72
pounds per student.
Wofford -Acme

Here was the toughest· job of the drive. Twenty students were required to move a carload of
tile to get at an old German howitzer deep ur.der the stadium. There was still a lot to be done
when this picture was taken.
After the tile was
moved this was the re. ward. Note the happy
faces as the huge gun
is rolled out to see serv
ice once again
this
time for the other side.
The German gun
weighed a I m o s t two
tons and required the
efforts of 40 huskies to
move it to the heap.
.

•

.

Not· only the campus
but also surrounding
areas were covered in
the endless search for
�crap. Here the boys,
including three ROTC
cadets who might some
day use this scrap at
the battlefront, uncover
a heavy piece in a gully
alongside the railroad
tracks.

Touchdown!
Pennsylvania fullback Bert
Stiff (33) comes to rest in
the not-too-gentle arms of
Yale halfback Townsend
H o o p e s (1 4), but he's
across the goal line for the
first tally of the game
which wound up in a 35-6
win for the Quakers. Acme

I

Encore
Notre Dame Savoy
ards, campus dramatic or
ganization, presented Gil
bert and Sullvian's "H.M.S.
Pinaf:re" so . well before
the school's naval trainees
that they have been called
back for an encore. This
month they are planning
to produce the G-S mas
terpiece "Patience", for the
group and public too.

*

I N TH E

*

BOMBER COMMAND

they say :
.

''OFFICE for the bombardier's place
''GREENHOUSE'' for plane's transparent nose
''ROGER" for okay or all 'tight
for th� Army man's favonte cigarette
"
''C'•MEL"
11

·

·

FIRST IN THE SERVICE
With men in the Army, Navy, Marines, and Coast Guard,
.

.

the favorite cigarette is Camel. (Based on actual sales
records in Post Exchanges and Canteens.) -

ITS
STR I CTLY CAM E LS
W ITH M E . THAT
Ri C H, FU LL Fl.AVO R

The" T- Zone"
where ciga rettes
are iudged
ONE"- Taste and Throat-is the

A LWAYS TASTES GREAT.
'
AN D TH EY RE
M I LD E R A LL
WAYS

prov

nd for cigarettes. Only yQur taste and

decide which cigarette tastes best to

how it affects your throat. For your

throat are absolutely individual to
on the e�perience of millions of

we
"

believe
to

a

-

Camels will suit. your

_" T." Prove it for yourself!

C O ST L I E R TO BA C C O S

Frosh Gather Scrap - Hard work and plenty of it was poured onto the freshmen at St. Ambrose College when
the student council turned over the entire freshman class to the city . of Davenport, Iowa,· to assist in the salvage
drive. I n stead of gathering of wood for the ho meco.ming bon-fire, metal to "Scrap the Japs" was collected.

l

�
learning the Hard Way
Winth rop College students in so
ciology and home economics learn how much time and effort
go into the farm laborer's dollar by spending their afternoons
picking cotton in nearby fields. Incidentally, they buy war stamps
and bonds with the money they earn as well as help relieve the
Collegiate Digest Photo by Furr
labor shortage.
�

-

-

Hol lywood Bond Salesmen Have Nothing On Him
Adolph Fleischmann displays checks for $1 ,000, part of his day's
collections for the war bond drive. Working nights as a jan itor
at Yale University, Fleischmann travels around during the day. time at his own expense sell ing bonds. He has a l ready reached
Acme
the $261 ,000 mark.
-

•

Two of a Kind
Dud Kean and Don Buffmire are used to doing things
in pairs. They · were born within 48 hours of each other in the same
Grand Rapids, Minn., hospita l . They lived on the same block, attended
the same high school; now both are taking pre-med courses at North·
western University, both joined Sigma Chi fraternity and each is a block·
ing back on th e football squad. That's Dud in the upper bunk.
-

·

Every American youth wants to help his country i n
its defense o f its principles, and there's something
about the Air Force that makes him wont to do his
part fn that branch of the service-which is 0. K.

·

•

with Uncle Sam who needs pilots, navigators, bom
bardiers and gunners for his ever increasing fleet of
war planes.
.
. Flocking to this arm of the service ore thousands
of colle� ions. Typical of them is Cadet John L. Hor
ris, Jr., formerly of Georgia Southwestern College,
who exemplifies the hig h intelligence and phvsicol
qualities of the men of the United States Air Forces.
Lets' follow him in a typical day at Napier Field, the
army's advanced flying school at Dothom, Alabama.
Southeastern Army Air Force Photos

A sound background in the theory of modern warfare " is as im
portant as flying abil ity, and here Cadet Horris and his class
mates attend a regular lecture session. Many hours are spent -in
the classroom and in outside book work.

Staying on the beam is important to a pilot;
therefore, radio is given its share of man
hours. Here Cadet Harris is working out a
practice message.

In the little plane that never leaves the ground, Cadet Harris receives train
ing i n blind flying. The Link Trainer is the bone of many cadet's existence,
but not for Harris who con fly like a bat at night.

Cadet Hor
ris
Wea rs a Pa ·
n 0 pa n ts
ir o f wi
as h e d
ng s b
e n ni
es ior
u form a n
?
jo
e
� nd datmg ·
wn. A nd
Hor-.
fi ·
flyin
is a s g ood
g.
a s is bli
nd
.

�; ��r

�;� ; ;� �

:

A last minute telephone call to I
Cadet Harris is set for a big time In
But l ike Cinderella he must be h
by midnight . . . because tomorro1'fl
it's breakfast at five!
,

freshman at 14
Charles Mcintosh reg
a freshman at Glenville (W. Va.) State
lege this fall six months after reaching
birthday. He was taught by his par
uates of G.S.T.C., until ready for the
. He then combined third and fourth to
start and wound up as valedictorian
school class. Collegiate Digest Photo by Shelton
-

1

Strickly C:orn
Pickers - Smith College co-eds have taken to
wearing dungarees to class after their experience on farms during
summer vacation. They found ffie pOnts so comfof'fable that bluejeans
are now a wardrobe must. There doesn't seem to be any "right" length
for the pant leg and cuffs are no bother at all.
International
•

•

•

Bag Is Forgotten
When the
frosh and sophs of Case School of
Applied Science held their annual
Bag Rush, the bag was the least of
their worries as old cloths were
turned into rags. The sophs, out
numbered 5- 1 , were on losing end.
-

Attention Camera Fans!

Collegiate Digest is eager to print pictures of events on YOUR campus.
Next time something big happens ·at your school shoot it-ana send the
print to us. You'll enjov seeing "made-at-home" pictures and the three
bucks per won•t exactly hurt yoU. Send gloss prints at least 3x5 with
adequate caption .motedol to
Adnrtislnt lfept.,ent•tiH :
N A T I O N A L A D V E R T I SI N G
SERVICE INC.

An1111 e, N e w York
400 Ne. Michi- AM•N, C�lceto
Boston
s... freKiKO LOI Aateles

Collee>iale Dils.est

410 Me.Shon

·

3 17

f�• Building, Minneapolis, Minn.

IT'S NO

''HIT. AND MUS'S"''

AFFA\R /
BUY WAR BONDS
& STAMPS.

One of the big moments in the
Camera Catches Prize Football Expressions
'
I l linois-Minnesota game come when Poul Miller, Gopher tackle, blocked the point
.
ofter touchdown attempt of Ill inois' Jim McCarthy. In one of the biggest upsets i n .
years, Illinois went on to win 20- 1 3, the fi rst Big Ten loss for,
' the Gophers in more
than two years.
-

Wins "Junk King" Title - Scouring the campus for scrap, University of Alabama
students attended an · "A" C l ub scrap dance and dumped more than 20 tons of metal
at the door • · . . scrap which served th e · double purpose of gaining ' them a d mission
to the dance and answering the nationwidP. appeal for the meta l . When Dugan
Calloway, above, appeared with 5, 1 00 pounds, he was crowned King of Junk.

Although It's Strictly a Girls' School the Army and Novy are �ell .re
at Ward-Belmont College, Nashville, Tenn. All of the g irls pictured above on
ters of Army and Novy officers.
·

